
 

Maths - Week beginning: 07.09.20 

Teacher: Mrs. Morton/Mrs. Storey    Class 2 
 Main Teaching Activities 

Day Today we are learning 

to…  

Teaching Activities & Key Questions 

Mon 

 

 

  

use the < > = symbols to 

compare amounts.   

1. Open NCETM PowerPoint. Show children slide 32 and ask what they notice about the castle towers e.g. compare 

height.  

2. Click on animation to reveal related cube towers and discuss how they represent castle towers e.g. for every 

window in the tower, there is one cube. Compare the height of the towers. Draw children attention to the < > = 

signs and discuss what they mean e.g. < less then, > greater than, = equal to.  

3. If children have own cubes make identical towers from slides 33-35 and record which symbol should be used 

(this could be with two rulers or sticks). PLEASE NOTE: It is very important < > = symbols are only used when 

writing numerals e.g. 2 < 4. The cubes are used to help children see the amount only.  

4. Show the animation on slide 36 and discuss how you could write two different comparisons.  

5. Work through slides 37 and 38 comparing the tennis balls and golf balls and different ways we can represent 

these e.g. with counters, 10 frames, on a number line and finally, with numerals and < > = signs.  

6. Ask children to complete the missing symbols and numbers on the final slide (point out to children circles 

represent missing symbols and squares represent missing numerals). 

Challenge! 

Year 1 

Children work through calculations (within 10) using 10 

frames and counters to support. At home, ask your child 

to create their own < > and = calculations (at least two of 

each).  

If children need to use pictorial or concrete apparatus 

such as blocks to help them see the comparison, please 

use. 

Year 2 

Children work through calculations (greater than 10) by 

using random dominoes to create the calculation sentence 

e.g. A domino equalling 10 and 12 would become 10 < 12. If 

you have not got access to a set of dominoes, create your 

own calculations with number up to 30.   

If children need to use pictorial or concrete apparatus 

such as block to help them see the comparison, please use. 

Tue Recognise when an object 

is whole and when it is 

not.  

1. Open NCETM PowerPoint 2. Show your child slide 3 and ask what makes this a whole object e.g. because all of it 

is there. Make sure your child knows the difference between ‘whole’ and ‘hole’. Repeat with the picture of an 

apple and banana on slides 4 and 5. Look around the classroom/house for other examples of whole objects 

asking ‘Is this whole?’ ‘Why is it whole?’.  

2. Show slide 6 with the different size carrots and ask ‘What do you notice?’, ‘What is the same/different?’ ‘Is 



the small carrot still a whole?’. Discuss that no matter the size of the carrot, it is still whole as none of it is 

missing. 

3. Show slide 7. Ask children what they notice – ‘Are the carrots whole or not whole?’ ‘Why?’. They are not whole 

because part of them is missing. Repeat with the picture of the apples on slide 8. Encourage the children to say 

‘The apple/carrot is not whole as part of it is missing.’ 

Challenge! 

Year 1 

Sort part-whole food pictures – open Year 1 part/whole 

file (alternatively, you could use items around the house to 

sort).  

Year 2 

Children find own whole and part objects around 

classroom/home and explain difference.  

Wed Recognise that an object 

can be split into two or 

more parts in many 

different ways.  

1. Open NCETM PowerPoint 2. Show your child slide 8. Tell children that a whole can be split in to different parts. 

Ask children which carrot has been split the same way (carrot 1 and 6).  

2. Give your child some fruit/vegetables to experiment splitting in different ways (bananas are excellent as they 

are soft to cut – ensure knife is not sharp and your child is supervised throughout activity).  Ask the following 

questions: Can you cut your banana into two parts that don’t look the same? If you eat both parts, will you be 

eating the whole banana? Can you cut you banana into two parts that are about the same size? Can you cut you 

banana into two parts so that one lot is bigger than the other part? How could you cut your banana so you get 

the biggest possible part?  What do you notice about the other part? Can you cut your banana so that one part 

is bigger than the whole? (this brings attention to no matter how big a part is it will never be bigger than the 

whole.  

3. Show children slide 10 (cheese square). Give your child some square pieces of paper (scrap paper such as reused 

newspaper or magazines will be perfect) and ask them to cut the cheese slice into four parts so that one part is 

bigger than the other three parts. Can they do this another way? Discuss findings.  

Challenge!  

Year 1 

Continuing with the ‘cheese slice’. Can your child find 

solutions for the following? 

- One part is a lot bigger than the other parts. 

- Two large parts and two small parts.  

- The four parts are about the same size but look 

different. 

- The four parts are all the same. 

Year 2 

Continuing with the ‘cheese slice’. Can your child find 

solutions for the following? 

- The four parts are all the same. See 

http://mathematicsrealm.blogspot.com/2012/06/h

ow-to-divide-square.html?m=1 for up to eight 

solutions.  

 

Thu Represent a whole with 1. Open NCETM Powerpoint 2. Show your child slide 11 and ask how we know this is whole tray of cakes. They 

http://mathematicsrealm.blogspot.com/2012/06/how-to-divide-square.html?m=1
http://mathematicsrealm.blogspot.com/2012/06/how-to-divide-square.html?m=1


 objects.  should recognise that the tray if full and there are no cakes missing. Show other examples if possible around 

classroom or house e.g. candles in a set, an unopened loaf of bread etc.  

2. Work through slides 12 and 13 and discuss that it does not matter that the chocolates and eggs are different 

colours. Because no eggs or chocolates are missing they are a whole.  

3. Show slide 14 and ask children to reason whether the box of chocolates is a whole or not as we can’t see all of 

them. Ask them for possible scenarios. Show slide 15 and discuss whether the group of cakes is whole or not. 

Encourage them to say ‘This is not a whole tray of cakes because some are missing’. ‘This is not a whole tray of 

cakes because only part of the tray has cakes in.’  

4. On slide 16, tell your child that Charlotte has 6 cars – how do they know? Show Ajay’s group of 4 cars and ask 

whether they are whole groups (they are whole groups and it does not matter the groups are different sizes).  

Challenge! 

Year 1 

Represent numbers 1-10 in a variety of ways (each digit 

could be represent in three different ways which children 

could find from objects around classroom/house or draw) 

e.g. three could be with a playing card, domino, and three 

fingers. If you need further ideas, please open 

‘representing numbers 1-20’.  

Year 2 

Represent numbers 11-20 in a variety of ways (each digit 

could be represent in three different ways which children 

could find from objects around classroom/house or draw) 

e.g. ten could be with a playing card, domino, and ten 

fingers. If you need further ideas, please open 

‘representing numbers 1-20’. 

Fri 

 
NO MATHS LEARNING ON FRIDAY 

PLEASE SEE R.E, P.E AND COMPUTING LEARNING 

 
 


